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Abstract
Proliferation and

by the conditioning factors that
themselves. Phytosulfokines (PSKs), sulfated peptide growth factors,

morphogenesis

in plant cell cultures are influenced

produced by the cultured cells
have been identified as conditioning factors
are

promote cell proliferation in plant cell cultures. Our
research has shown that the formation of carrot somatic embryos is regulated by both stimulatory and
inhibitory conditioning factors. The stimulatory factor was found to be PSK, which markedly increased
that

embryo formation. In
hydroxybenzyl alcohol (4HBA). 4HBA strongly
the frequency of somatic

identified as 4‑
formation by specifically

contrast, the inhibitory factor

was

inhibited somatic embryo
suppressing the rapid cell division that is characteristic of the early globular stage. These findings
suggest that dose‑balancing of various plant growth regulators, including PSK and inhibitory factors,
like

4HBA, might contribute to cell proliferation and morphogenesis in plant cell cultures.

proliferation of dilute cell suspensions can be in‑
duced by the addition of liquid conditioned medium

Introduction

which cells have been grown rapidly (Bellin‑
campi and Morpurgo, 1987, 1989; Birnberg et al.,
1988; Schroder et al., 1989; Hagimori and Nagaoka,
in

Since the establishment of the

plant cell and

first

tissue culture system, many researchers have at‑
tempted to identify various chemical factors that are
responsible for cell proliferation and plant morpho‑

genesis.

The finding of two key

plant growth regu‑
closely associated

auxin and cytokinin,
with the development of a plant cell culture system.
Both auxin and cytokinin have essential roles in the
induction of cell division and differentiation in
is

lators,

cultured plant cells (Riou‑Khamlichi et al., 1999).
However, the cell proliferation and morphogenic
response is frequently difficult to induce in cultures
of several plant species, despite the combination of
auxin and cytokinin. Therefore, many researchers

have continued

their efforts to identify

new

that contribute to cell proliferation and
genesis in plant cell and tissue cultures.

factors

morpho‑

density of suspension cells is another
important factor in the proliferation of the cultured
high
cells (Street, 1979; Bellincampi et al. 1985).

The

initial

,

A

density of suspension cells increases cell prolif‑
eration, whereas dilution of the cultures (e.g., below
approximately
x l04 cells ml‑1) results in mark‑

5

edly decreased mitogenic activity. However, the

1992). Alternatively, many
effective techniques,
various
workers have used
such as a nurse culture system (Huang et al., 1990;
Schaffler and Knoop, 1990; Folling et al. , 1995).
Somatic embryo development is an important
pathway for the regeneration of plants from cell
culture systems and for the investigation of embryo‑
genesis in higher plants (Dudits et al., 1991;
Zimmerman, 1993; Goldberg et al., 1994). Carrot
somatic embryogenesis is a useful model system for
such studies (Steward et al., 1958; Reinert, 1959;

1992; Jorgensen et

al.,

Komamine, 1979; Nomura and
Komamine, 1985). An important factor in somatic

Fujimura and

embryogenesis is auxins, especially 2,4‑dichloro‑
phenoxyacetic acid (2,4‑D). Embryogenic cells are
generated on 2,4‑ D‑ containing medium and prolif‑
erate as unorganized cell clusters in the presence of
2,4‑D (Kamada and Harada, 1984). The transfer of
these cell clusters to phytohormone‑free medium
results in the development of somatic embryos. In

on the
formation of somatic embryogenesis (Sung and
addition, cell density has an important effect
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Okimoto, 1981, 1983; Osuga et al., 1993; Higashi
al., 1999). When embryogenic cells
are cultured

et
in

auxin‑free liquid medium at high cell density, the
formation of somatic embryos is strongly inhibited.
These effects of cell density on cell and tissue
cultures are due to conditioning factors that are
secreted by cultured cells and that accumulate in the
culture medium. In this review,
we describe the
recent findings regarding factors that regulate cell
proliferation

and morphogenesis

tures. In addition,

we

refer to our

somatic embryogenesis

in plant cell cul‑

own

research on

in carrot.

Conditioning factors that stimulate the
proliferation of suspension cells

The

proliferation of plant suspension‑cultured

a low cell density is promoted by
supplementation with conditioned culture medium.
The stimulatory effect of conditioned medium on
cell division is due to substances that are secreted
by cultured cells and that accumulate in the culture
medium (Bellincampi and Morpurgo, 1987, 1989;
Birnberg et al., 1988; Schroder et al., 1989;
Hagimori and Nagaoka, 1992; Jorgensen et al.,
1992). However, supplementing with a combination
of known plant hormones (e,g., auxin and cytokinin)
is unable to substitute for the conditioned medium.
cells that

grow

Therefore,

at

unknown

stimulatory conditioning fac‑

tors are essential for the induction of cell proli‑
feration. Despite considarable effort by
re‑

many

searchers, characterizing the nature of the condi‑
tioning factors and determining their complete

chemical structures remain important goals. The
main obstacle in the purification and isolation of the
conditioning factors is the lack of a sufficiently
sensitive bioassay method (Matsubayashi and
Sakagami, 1996).
To characterize conditioning factors, Matsu‑
bayashi and Sakagami (1996) established a highly
sensitive bioassay system by using mechanically
dispersed mesophyll cells prepared from Asparagus
officinalis L. By using this bioassay system, two
conditioning factors were purified and isolated from
conditioned medium of Asparagus suspension cul‑
tures. These conditioning factors, designated phyto‑
sulfokines (PSKs), are peptidyl growth factors that
were first chemically characterized in higher plants.
Their structures were determined to be the disul‑
fated pentapeptide, H‑ Tyr(S03H)‑ Ile‑ Tyr(S03H)‑

Thr‑Gln‑OH (PSK‑a
nally

carboxy‑termi‑
)and H‑Tyr(S03H)‑Ile‑
its

truncated tetrapeptide,

Tyr(S03H)‑Thr‑OH (PSK‑

).

The minimum

molecule required for the mitogenic activity of

PSK

a sulfated tripeptide, H‑ Tyr(S03H)‑ Ile‑Tyr(S03
H)‑ OH, and the amino‑terminal Tyr(S03H) residue
is

has an essential role in this activity (Matsubayashi
et al., 1996). At a minimum concentration of 1.0 x
10 g M, PSK‑a can induce the cell division of
Asparagus mesophyll cells, and the ED50 of this
peptide is 3.8 x 10 9 M.
Interspecific stimulatory effects of conditioned
medium on cell proliferation have often been ob‑
served even between very distinct species (Bellin‑
campi and Morpurgo, 1987; Somers et al., 1987).
This observation suggests that identical or similar
molecules act as conditioning factors in cell suspen‑
sion cultures of various plants. PSKS exist through‑
out the plant kingdom (Yang et al., 2000b). PSK‑ a
and its truncated peptides were found in the condi‑
tioned medium of several plant families, both
monocotyledons and dicotyledons, including carrot
(Matsubayashi and Sakagami, 1996, 1999; Hanai et
al., 2000). The amino‑acid
sequences of PSKS are
completely conserved among these plants (Yang et
al. 2000b). In addition,
PSKS stimulate the prolif‑
,
eration of suspension‑ cultured cells and protoplasts
of these plants. These results suggest that PSKS may
be conditioning factors common to all plant cell
cultures.

Conditioning effect on somatic embryo
formation

The formation of somatic embryos from

carrot

suspension cultures is strongly inhibited at high
density of embryogenic cell clusters (Fig. 1). The
inhibition of somatic embryogenesis in high‑cell‑
density cultures is caused by some chemical factors
cell

that are released from cells and accumulate in the
culture medium cells (Osuga et al. 1993; Higashi et
,

1999).

The

addition of activated charcoal into
the formation of
somatic embryos (Fridborg and Eriksson, 1975).

al.,

the culture

medium improved

This recovery of somatic embryo formation is due
to the absorption of the inhibitory substances from
the cultures. The accumulation of the inhibitory
factors in the culture medium
was corroborated by
experiment
using
conditioned
medium prepared
an
cell‑
the
density
from
cultures (Higashi et al.,
high‑
1999). The inhibition was not associated with deple‑
tion of nutrients or with the bringing of 2,4‑D into
the fresh medium by embryogenic cells themselves.
When somatic embryogenesis was induced at a low
cell density (many somatic embryos formed under
these conditions), the formation of somatic embryos
was strongly inhibited by the addition of condi‑
tioned medium from high‑cell‑density cultures.
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Fig.

1

Fig.

2

Morphology of carrot somatic embryos induced at various initial cell densities in
phytohormone‑ free MS medium and cultured for two weeks. Cell density was defined in
term of the packed cell volume (PCV), measured in ml, after centrifugation at 100 g of one
litter of culture (ml PCV l 1). A: 0.2 ml PCV ml 1. B: 1.0 ml PCV l 1. C: 5.0 ml PCV l 1.
Bar in A = 500 /Im for A to C.

PSK

carrot cell cultures that treated with or without
a A: Embryo‑
before induction of somatic embryo formation. Bar = 200 flm. B and C:
(C) for two weeks. Bar
Somatic embryos cultured without (B) or with PSK‑ a at 10 ?

Morphology of

genic

.

cell clusters

M

= 500 /Im.

Moreover, dialysation analysis of the conditioned
medium showed that the inhibitory factors had
molecular weights of less than 3500.
Factors that stimulate somatic embryogenesis in
carrot have been recognized in conditioned medium
(Halperin, 1967; Ammirato and Steward, 1971;
Hari, 1980). Carrot somatic embryogenesis is stimu‑
lated by the addition of conditioned medium derived
from a culture in which somatic embryos have been
growing vigorously (Hari, 1980; Kobayashi et al.,
unpublished result). This result suggests the pres‑
ence of factors that stimulate somatic embryo
formation in the conditioned medium. These stimu‑
latory factors seemed to have relatively high molec‑
ular weights, compared with those of inhibitory
factors (Higashi et al. 1999). Therefore, somatic
,
embryogenesis in carrot might be affected by thp
dose‑balance of both stimulatory and inhibitory
conditioning factors.

Conditioning factors that stimulate somatic
embryogenesis
Conditioning factors that stimulate carrot somatic
embryogenesis were purified from the culture

which a high‑competence cell line had
vigorously formed somatic embryos (Hanai et al.,
2000). The active principles were identified to be

medium

in

PSKs.

PSK stimulated the formation of somatic embryos
in carrot

(Kobayashi et

al.
,

1999a).

The number of

somatic embryos increased remarkably with a rise
in PSK‑a concentrations, whereas the size of
somatic embryos treated with PSK‑ a was almost
the same as that of the controls (Fig. 2). This
observation suggests that PSKS increase the popula‑
tion of cell clusters that develop into somatic em‑
bryos, rather than stimulate the development of each
somatic embryo. In addition, PSK‑ a enhanced cell
proliferation in cultures of somatic embryos. Be‑
cause PSKS typically stimulate proliferation of
carrot suspension‑ cultured cells (e,g., embryogenic
cells under unorganized growth and non‑embryo‑
genic cells that have lost embryogenic competence),
PSKS might stimulate somatic embryogenesis by
promoting the cell division that enables each cell
cluster to initiate somatic embryo development
(Hanai et al. , 2000).
Quantification studies using a competition en‑
zyme‑linked immunosorbent assay system with an
anti‑ PSK‑ a polyclonal antibody demonstrated that
the increase in PSK during somatic embryogenesis
contributes to an increase in the cell number rather
than to the development of somatic embryos (Hanai
et al., 2000). However, the relationship between the
progression of somatic embryo development and the

endogenous

PSK

Ievel remains to

be

clarified.
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Hanai et al. (2000) presumed that differences in
embryogenic competence between embryogenic cell
lines were due to differences in the potential for

PSK production or of sensitivity to PSK.

Conditioning factors that inhibit somatic
embryogenesis

The improvement of carrot somatic embryo‑
genesis by activated charcoal is due to the absorp‑
tion of inhibitory substances secreted into the
culture medium (Fridborg and Eriksson, 1975).
Mass spectrometric analysis showed that media
without charcoal contained high amounts of pheny‑
lacetic acid, benzoic acid, and 4‑hydroxybenzoic
acid, whereas media with activated charcoal did not

(Fridborg et al. 1978). Of these phenolic com‑
,
pounds, 4‑hydroxybenzoic acid at a concentration
of 10 4
had inhibitory effects on the formation of

M

somatic embryos. Therefore, certain phenolic com‑
pounds might accumulate in the culture medium and
inhibit somatic embryogenesis in carrot.
We purified and isolated the inhibitory factors
that are involved in the suppression of somatic
embryogenesis in high‑ cell‑ density carrot cultures

(Kobayashi

2000a). The inhibitory factors
consisted of at least two distinct compounds. The
inhibitory factor with the strongest apparent activit
was identified as 4‑hydroxybenzyl alcohol (4HBA).
At a concentration equal to that in high‑cell‑den‑
sity cultures (10‑6 M), synthetic 4HBA strongly
inhibited the formation of somatic embryos
(Kobayashi et al., 2000b). The inhibitory effect of
4HBA was stronger than that of analogous mole‑
cules, such as benzyl alcohol, 2‑hydroxybenzyl
co

o

>
Eo

et al.,

3‑hydroxybenzyl alcohol, and 4‑hydroxy‑
benzaldehyde (Fig. 3). It is noteworthy that 4HBA
had a much greater inhibitory effect on somatic
embryo formation than 4‑ hydroxybenzoic acid had.
alcohol,

This observation suggests that 4HBA is essential for
the inhibition of carrot somatic embryogenesis in
high ‑ cell ‑ density cultures.
Quantification analysis of 4HBA using high‑
performance liquid chromatography demonstrated
that the concentration of 4HBA in the culture
medium was higher in high‑cell‑density cultures
than in low‑ cell‑ density cultures (Kobayashi et al.
,
2001). In high‑cell‑density cultures, the amount of
4HBA during the early days of culture rapidly
increased to a concentration sufficient to inhibit
somatic embryo formation. These results indicate
that the rapid accumulation of 4HBA during early
developmental stage might result in the strong
inhibition of somatic embryogenesis in high‑cell‑
density cultures.

Stage ‑ specific inhibition of somatic

embryogenesis by 4‑ hydroxybenzyl alcohol
The

inhibition of carrot somatic embryogenesis in
high‑ cell‑ density cultures has been proposed to be

due

to suppression of the transition

from the glob‑
(Sung and

ular stage to the heart‑shaped stage

Okimoto, 1981, 1983; Osuga

et al., 1993).

How‑

ever, experiments using high‑cell‑density condi‑
tioned medium showed that the inhibition is caused

by the suppression of cell division at the early
globular stage (Kobayashi et al., 1999b). In addi‑
of both undifferentiated em‑
and non‑embryogenic cells was not

tion, the proliferation

bryogenic

cells
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4‑Hydroxybenzyl
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3‑Hydroxy‑ 2‑Hydroxybenzyl 4‑H droxy‑
benzyl alcohol
alcohol
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4‑Hydroxy‑
benzoic acid

Benzyl

alcohol

COncentration (M)
Fig.

3

Effects of

4HBA

and its analogs on somatic embryogenesis in carrot. Somatic
embryogenesis was induced in the medium contained 4HBA or an analog, and somatic
embryos formed were counted after two weeks. Closed boxes, globular embryos; stripped
boxes, heart ‑ shaped embryos; open boxes, torpedo‑ shaped embryos.
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inhibited

by addition of the conditioned medium.

Synthetic 4HBA caused similar inhibitory effects on
the formation of somatic embryos (Kobayashi et al. ,
2000b). Several reports suggested that exceptionally
rapid division of cells specifically occurred during
the early globular stage (Bayliss, 1975, 1977;
Fujimura and Komamine, 1980). These observations
suggest that the inhibition of somatic embryo‑
genesis in high‑cell‑density cultures is caused by
the suppression of only the rapid cell division that is
specific to the early globular stage of development.
The production of 4HBA is developmentally re‑
gulated during somatic embryogenesis (Kobayashi
et al., 2001). The globular and heart‑shaped
somatic embryos produced higher amounts of
4HBA than did torpedo‑shaped somatic embryos.
Simple phenolic compounds, including 4HBA, orig‑
inate from phenylpropanoid synthesis (Dixon and
Paiva, 1995). Sugano et al. (1975) demonstrated
that the activity of phenylalanine

ammonia

lyase,

which catalyzes a rate‑limiting step of this path‑
way, increased during early stage of somatic embry‑
ogenesis.
This rapid cell division during the early globular
stage plays an important role in the differentiation

and pattern formation of somatic embryos in carrot
(Fujimura and Komamine, 1980). The duration of
the cell cycle in cultures undergoing somatic em‑
bryo development is approximately half of that in
cultures of undifferentiated cells (Bayliss, 1977).
This rapid division of cell might be due to the

changes of chromatin structures. Chromatin after
the induction of somatic embryo formation showed
higher template activity, DNA and RNA synthesis
with chromatic as the template, than that of undif‑
ferentiated embryogenic cells (Matsumoto et al. ,
1975). The histone and chromosomal non‑histone
proteins that are associated with chromatin appeared
to contribute to the regulation of

4HBA

DNA duplication

produced in quantity
during the early stage of somatic embryogenesis,
and its accumulation results in a strong suppression
of development at the early globular stage
(Kobayashi et al. , 2000b, 2001). These observations

and transcription.

is

suggest that 4HBA plays a physiological role in the
regulation of somatic embryogenesis.

OSPSK CDNA encoding the PSK‑ a precur‑
has
been isolated from rice (Yang et al., 1999b,
sor
2000a, c). Further, specific PSK‑ a ‑binding pro‑
teins were identified in rice suspension‑cultured
dated.

(Matsubayashi et al., 1997; Matsubayashi and
Sakagami, 1999, 2000). The isolation and character‑
ization of the PSK‑ a precursor and receptor genes
will provide new insight into the mechanism that
controls the growth and differentiation of plants.
Carrot somatic embryogenesis is a model system
for the morphologic, biochemical, and molecular
biological aspects of plant embryogenesis (Zimmer‑
man, 1993). We found that the interaction between
PSK and 4HBA is responsible for somatic embryo
formation (Kobayashi et al. , unpublished result).
cells

Therefore, further analysis is needed to elucidate
whether the findings are relevant only to the somat‑
ic embryo system or whether they are also appli‑

cable to zygotic embryogenesis.

Because the promotive effect of activated
charcoal on somatic embryo formation was ob‑
served in several plant species, various phenolic
compounds like 4HBA may be involved in the
inhibition of somatic embryogenesis (Johansson,
1983; Kobayashi et al., 1985; Gland et al., 1988;
Huang et al., 1990; Folling et al., 1995). However,
the presence of 4HBA in these plants and its effect
on somatic embryogenesis remains to be accessed.

Further, because PSK‑ a has stimulatory effects on
adventitious bud and root formation as well as on
cell proliferation
and somatic embryogenesis

might

PSK

stimulates cell proliferation in suspension

Matsubayashi et al. (1999) suggested that
the simultaneous presence of auxin, cytokinin and
PSK is essential for the induction and progression of
cell division cycle. However, the nature of the
interaction between the three remains to be eluci‑
cultures.

et al., 1998;

PSK

tures.

Cell proliferation and morphogenesis in plant cell
cultures are affected by the dose‑balance between
various plant growth regulators (e.g., auxin, cyto‑

and PSK) and inhibitory factors (e.g., 4HBA).
The cell proliferation and morphogenic response is
frequently difficult to induce in cultures of several
plant species. The availability of stimulatory and
inhibitory conditioning factors might facilitate effi‑
cient establishment of plant cell culture and plant
kinin,

regeneration systems.
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